The questions :)
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What you are after buying all these Christmas presents.
Keeps the hands of Germans warm, even though it's a much cooler word than "glove".
Something families do a lot at the Christmas table, after the second glass of wine. Often starts with topics like politics or
religion.
This is what you type on whatsapp if you don't have time but you really really like someone.
A needle tree. Also the German word for jaw.
Is often in the examples here. Is dissatisfied with Thomas' performance.
"to freeze" for you
This is like so essential, I don't even want to explain it.
A lot of fun when it comes before "-creme", "-laufen and "-würfel". Not so much fun, when in front of "-baden".
The most common word at Oktoberfest. After "Bier". And "Ichmusskotzen".
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VERY short option for "anyway". With an extra "e" at the end, it means marriage.
Often a protagonist in the examples here. Sometimes quite an idiot.
"to freeze" for leftover food
You drink it when you don't have coffee. WEll, at least it rhymes
Cute, ugly animal. Lives inside every human being. Keeps them away from the gym.
People drink it on Christmas markets. Gets you drunk superfast.
Traditional cake for the Advent season. Also a word for a mshaft of a mine.
What you tell dogs when they're about to eat some shit on the ground.
You get in from eating cookies in bed. They're annoying.
Annoying German word. Also, titlle of a Stephen King book.
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It's the kitsch stuff on your Christmas tree. Well, one of the kmany kitsch stuffs. I think Lady Gaga used it as hair once .
It's basically ice, just much more flexible. Somtimes a bit salty.
Thank god, it's not a living cake but just ginger bread.
If it's good but one "u" just isn't enough.
That's what you get from too much cheap Glühwein.
Basically, it's a boring little cookie but because it's Christmas, it needs a special name. I guess.
One single piece of snow. With "g" unstead of "f" it becomes a bell.
End of many emails. Also, electronics company from South Korea
Little brother of a horse. Always refers t themselves first.
You can find it under the Christmas tree. And no, it's not needles.
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One of the spices in Glühwein. The English word sounds a bit like cinema.
"to freeze" for lakes
Will never ever learn the stuff "Hänschen" didn't learn.
The love-child of German yes and no.
An arm of a tree.
The opposite of "draussen"
The oposite of bad.
The main component of a candle. With "en" at the end, it's what your hair does.
Swedish version of Glühwein. Usually more bang fpor your buck
The burning part of a candle. Without the "t" it's one of the most confusion German words, ver.

